
Disassembling, transporting and assembling a typical home hospital bed

Home use hospital beds are the size of a twin bed, but are easier to move. There is no box spring. The 
bed can be disassembled and split into easily moved parts. The frame splits into two 40” by 36” parts. 
The twin sized mattress is light and can be bent to fit into a vehicle. The remaining parts are a head 
board, a foot board and a driveshaft. A semi-automatic bed may also have a small crank for raising and 
lowering the bed height.   

Two or three people are preferred for moving the bed although one strong person can move a bed in 
pieces.  The foot frame half with the motors is the heaviest piece.

If a pickup or mini-van (with the rear seats and at least one middle seat down) is available, the bed 
frame does not need to be split apart. This will save some time. With the headboards off, the main bed 
is approximately 80” x 36” x 9” and can be moved with 2, preferably 3, people.

Semi-automatic beds raise the head and legs electrically, but use a manual crank to change the height of
the entire bed. Most people only adjust the bed height once during set up. A semi-automatic works fine.
Fully automatic beds can also change the bed height electrically. This is most useful when caregivers of
significantly different heights attend the patient.

Semi-automatic bed 

controller has 4 buttons : UP/DOWN for head and foot sections  Manual crank raises and lowers bed 
height

     Foot board shown has crank        
    attached, many have a
    separate handle

     Foot board and head boards are   
     NOT interchangeable; they will 
     be labeled “head” or “foot”           
     

Fully automatic bed controller  : six buttons- added two buttons raise bed height w/o crank for 
Invacare brand bed

Okin Controllers have six buttons and long black motors but are usually not fully
automatic



S  hort list for dis-assembling bed w some key Tips  

1) Use the controller to raise the legs. There is a network of wires and spring on the frame. Metal links 
holding the the two halves of the bed together will loosen. Links can be removed by hand by squeezing
wires perpendicular to the links  .    If the leg portion is not raised the links are under tension and very 
difficult to remove.

2) For fully automatic (6 button controller) bed –  Look down to where the motor connects to the 
foot board.

There will be shaft coming out of the motor and a metal collar on the end of the shaft.  The collar has a 
“J” shaped slot in it with a pin inside the slot. The collar is used to engage and disengage the drive from
the foot board.  Push the collar toward the motor, away from the foot board, while twisting it so the pin 
slides into the bottom part of the “J”. This holds the collar away from the foot board.

   PUSH & ROTATE
   UNTIL PIN LOCKS
   COLLAR AWAY FROM
   FOOT BOARD

The collar is spring loaded and sometimes difficult to grip and push back. Pushing a small flathead 
screwdriver under the free end of the collar helps to move the collar.



3) Lift   the metal frame near the head board  . The head board hooked slots should separate from the 
frame rivets and the head board should fall off.  Do the same for the foot board. The drive shaft 
between the head board and motor should also fall off.

4) Put the bed frame on its side. Remove the retaining clip and pin from the drive tube to head 
raising lever.   Beds with long black motors will not have drive tubes See the “Long Black Motor”
section for this type of bed

In some models the drive tube interferes with the next step of bending the bed in half. If so, you need 
to also remove the drive tube by removing the pin
connecting it to the motor.

5) Bend the bed in half  and  pull the halves apart as shown
below.
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Put the bed together in reverse order  Installing the drive shaft and releasing the motor collar 
from its locked position are the last steps. 

Points to consider:

The head board and foot boards are not interchangeable. They will be labeled on the gear box as 
“Head” or “Foot”. Most head and foot boards are universal and can be set to be either a head board or a
foot board. A black plastic shield flips back and forth to expose either head or foot “T” drive. 

 

For a semi-automatic bed, without the bed raising motor, there is a straight square cross sectioned drive
shaft between the head board and the foot board.  Fully automatic beds have shorter drive shafts since 
the motor is in between the head and foot boards. Drive shaft length can be adjusted by pushing a 
metallic button and sliding telescoping parts until the button pops into another hole on the side of the 
driveshaft.

One end has a smaller cross section and it is spring loaded.  It has a slot end for engaging “T” drives.



Once the bed is together, raise the head and legs sections. This improves access when installing the 
drive shaft.  Two people make the job much easier. 
One person reaches under the bed and inserts drive shaft narrow end   slot   into the “T” of the motor.   

The other person pushes the shaft to compress the internal spring and slides his end into the head board 
“T” drive.  The slot and the “T” do not have to be forced to line up. Tapping the bed raise controller 
button will rotate the shaft and the slot will engage the “T”.

During bed dis-assembly the collar on the motor was pulled back. It was kept back by the pin engaging 
in the “J” slot bottom. Push the collar toward the motor and rotate to slide the pin out of the bottom of 
the “J” slot and into to the top of the “J”     slot  .

The collar will push away from the motor. It should enter the hole in the foot board drive. (Wiggle it 
if it does not) The collar end slot will engage the “T” when the motor starts to turn.
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Do not be concerned if the bed is tilted with the head and foot at different heights. Head or foot 
legs often extend unevenly during transportation. Use the motor, or crank if semi automatic, to fully 
raise or lower the bed and it will level itself. 

Do not be concerned if the legs or head do not lower without the mattress. The legs and head need 
a little weight on them for them to lower. The mattress weight is sufficient. Push them down by hand if 
you want to test without the mattress.
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Some links that may be useful: https://www.phc-online.com/How-to-assemble-hospital-bed_a/156.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tD8YAySOAdk https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6tjGZKG68A

https://www.phc-online.com/How-to-assemble-hospital-bed_a/156.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6tjGZKG68A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tD8YAySOAdk


Black long motor bed disassembly:

Some hospital beds use a motor that looks like this:

The motor connects the two bed haves together without using drive tubes. To take the bed apart first:
1) Remove links as per top of page 2 but then lower the legs and head fully so that the
bed is flat. Put the bed on its side
2) Slide these covers off.  
3) Pull the motor off the bed frame. Sometimes you need to jerk it hard to get it off.
4) Slide the covers back on so they don’t get lost

Once the above is done turn one half of the bed 90 degrees from the other and 
separate the two halves as was shown on the bottom of page 3.


